Sweeper Driver Sitting 1950mm

ref. C201110033

Sitting sweeper ideal for sweeping and vacuuming dirt on large
surfaces. Great performance; 12,000 square meters / h, total
operator comfort and ergonomics, necessary to perform tasks
efficiently.
Autonomy of 6 to 8h of uninterrupted work and a sweeping width
of 1950mm.

9 490,00 € tax excluded

Características principales
Dimensiones (mm)
Depósito de agua limpia / sucia
(l)
Potencia máxima (W)
Diámetro cepillo (mm)
Ancho de trabajo (mm)
Capacidad de trabajo teórico
(m²/h)
Peso (kg)

1000x785x400
40
2000
785
920
12.000
26

Características ampliadas
Sweeper for sitting driver for large surfaces. Large dimension up to
12,000 square meters / h, offers the operator all the comfort and
ergonomics necessary to perform the tasks efficiently. Autonomy
of 6 to 8h of uninterrupted work and a sweeping width up to
1950mm.
The control panel is illuminated to offer all the security and
manageability to the operator in low lighting conditions.
The brush can work independently and the rotation speed can be
adjusted to optimize operation according to the conditions. It
includes a seat with shock absorption that offers great comfort to
the operator reducing their fatigue.
The machine is constituted in a unique structure that reduces
working noise. It includes an efficient LED headlamp (powerful
light and low consumption).
The tires offer optimum resistance with great durability and low
sound emission.
It has dirt control to avoid losses with a great suction power that
offers a unique sweep.
The core and components of the sweeper are manufactured by

manufactures recognized for their quality (efficiency and long
service life).
Maintenance free battery availability.
Spare parts available, consult us.
FEATURES
Sitting CONDUCTOR
THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE m2 / h 1200
WORK WIDTH mm 1950
SUPERIOR EARRINGS% 25
POWER DRIVING MOTOR W 2000
AUTONOMY Hours 6 to 8h
FILTERING AREA m2 05-January
ROTATING RADIUM mm 1100
WORKING WIDTH mm 920
DEPOSIT CAPACITY Liters 250
WATER TANK CAPACITY Liters 40
MAIN BRUSH mm 800
SIDE BRUSH mm 500
MAXIMUM WORKING SPEED km / h 7
Manual ENERGY
BATTERIES V 6x8 / 150
NET WEIGHT kg 800
FOLDED DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) mm 2245x1845x1935
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